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A  Numerical Conception of Entropy

for Quasi-Linear Equations

By A. Y. Le Roux

Abstract.   A family of difference schemes solving the Cauchy problem for quasi-linear

equations is studied.   This family contains well-known schemes such as the decentered,

Lax, Godounov or Lax-Wendroff schemes.   Two conditions are given, the first assures the

convergence to a weak solution and the second, more restrictive, implies the convergence

to the solution in Kruzkov's sense, which satisfies an entropy condition that  guarantees

uniqueness.   Some counterexamples are proposed to show the necessity of such conditions.

The purpose of this study is the numerical solution of the Cauchy problem

(1) ut+f(u)x = 0    if(x,r)€ERx ]0,T[,

(2) u(x,0) = u0(x)    ifxGR,

where uQ G ¿°°(R), with locally bounded variation onR,/£ C(R), and T > 0 are

given.   Section 1 recalls some theoretical results of existence and mainly of uniqueness

for problem (1), (2), more particularly Oleïnik's and Kruzkov's results.

Section 2 is devoted to proofs of convergence for a family of numerical schemes;

then Section 3 deals with various applications concerning some well-known numerical

schemes (Lax, Godounov, Lax-Wendroff schemes, decentered scheme).

1.  Since /is nonlinear, a classical solution u of (1), (2) may offer singularities

after some value of t, even when u0 is very regular.  With a more general definition of

the solution, we can extend u beyond this value of t.  The notion of a weak solution

represents one of these generalizations, but does not assure the uniqueness of the ex-

tension.  These singularities of the solution make needless any hypothesis of regularity

on the initial value uQ.

Definition 1. «¡sa weak solution of (I), (2) when u G L°° (R x ] 0, T[), and

(3) JTrx i en Í0f" + «*/(")} dx dt + JR 0(jc, 0)«0(x) dx = 0,

for all functions <j> twice continuously differentiable and with compact support on

Rx ]0,T[ (0 6Cj(Rx ]0,r[)).

By multiplying (1) by 0 and integrating by parts, we obtain (3).  The existence

of a weak solution can be proved by the vanishing viscosity method (parameter e > 0)

from a quasi-linear problem of parabolic type

(4) ("e)r + f(ue)x = e(u£)xx    if (x, t) G R x ]0, T[,

ue(x, 0) = u0(x)       if x G R.
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In the case of the Burgers equation, i.e. when/(«) = u /2, the Cauchy problem

(1), (2) describes the unidimensional flow of a perfect compressible fluid.  The dis-

continuities of the solution correspond to pure shock waves.  The introduction of a

second member in (4) is equivalent to a little viscosity, which has a regularizing effect

on the flow by changing shocks into regions of strong gradient and small thickness.

We obtain the flow of a perfect fluid by making the viscosity vanishing.  This parabolic

regularization method can also be applied to the general case where /G C'(R).   From

a theoretical point of view, the existence of a weak solution of (1), (2) is shown by a

compactness argument in ¿i'0C(R x ]0, T[) on the family {ue}e>0 of solutions of

(4), (2) (see Kruzkov [4] and Oleihik [9] ).

Since /is nonlinear, uniqueness of weak solutions for (1), (2) is not true. As

soon as discontinuities appear, we may sometimes build several different weak solu-

tions, satisfying the same problem (1), (2).

In order to select the weak solution, the existence of which is established by

the vanishing viscosity method, we have to impose a specific additional condition, the

entropy condition, so called because of the previous physical analogy.

If m is a weak solution of (1), (2), piecewise continuously differentiable on R x

[0, T[, and with piecewise regular discontinuity lines, then u satisfies the two follow-

ing properties:

(i) inside domains bounded by discontinuity lines, u is the solution of (1), (2)

in the classical sense;

(ii) each discontinuity line satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot jump equation, bind-

ing its velocity s and the intensity of the shock,

(5) s(«2 -w1)=/(«2)-/("i),

where u{ and u2 represent the values of u on each side of discontinuity.

Conversely, if u satisfies (2), (i) and (ii), then u is a weak solution of (1), (2)

(see Oleïnik [9] ). This characterization enables us to build examples of weak solu-

tions thus, nonuniqueness can be verified and the entropy condition justified.

We shall now give three examples of weak solutions.

Example 1. Burgers Equation with a Rarefaction Wave. Let a G [0, 1 ] ; the

problem

uf + uux = 0

II if x > 0,
0 if jc = 0,

-1 ifx<0,

admits the weak solution

if x > t,

if at <x < t,

if 0 <x <at,

x,t)    ifx<0.

ujx, t) =
\x/t

\a
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The physically right solution corresponds to a = 0; it is continuous and shows

the dissipation of a rarefaction wave in the time.

Example 2.  Burgers Equation With a Compression Wave.   Let a > 1; the prob-

lem

(ut + uux = 0,

\u(x, 0) = sg(x),

admits the weak solution

ujx, t) =

where ß = (a - l)/2.

1    iix<-ßt,

I-a   if-ßr<x<0,

a   if 0 < x < ßf,

-1    ifßt<x,

t ujx. t)

The physically right solution corresponds to a = 1.  In this case, the rarefaction

wave is eliminated so we now have a single discontinuity.

Example 3. A Nonconvex Problem.   The problem

iut + ^(3w2 - Ou, = 0,

\u(x, 0) = sg(x),

Au)
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admits the two weak solutions

u^x, t) = sg(x)

and
+ 1 if x > t,

u2(x, t) = (v   * if r>x>-r/8,

-1 ifx<-r/8.

Now we have f(u) = u(u2 - l)/2.

Au((x, i)
l

I u2(x, t)

X

-1

Each of the three examples proves the nonuniqueness of weak solutions. In the

case of the Burgers equation, eliminating rarefaction waves characterizes the physically

right solution. That is the same as avoiding shocks with decreasing entropy. When /

is strictly convex, this entropy condition may be written

(6) V(x, 0 G R x ]0, T[,      u{x- 0, i) > u(x + 0, t).

In [10], Oleïnik proposes a generalization of this entropy condition when /is

not assumed to be convex, and then obtains uniqueness.  If we put u+ = u(x + 0, /),

u_ = u(x - 0, t), at a point (x, t) of a discontinuity line of the weak solution u, the

entropy condition can be written

(7) VfcG]Inf(M_, u+), Sup(u_,u+)[,

which is equivalent to

(8) V/:G]Inf(M_,W+), Sup(«_,« + )[,

/(«+)-/(«_)       /("+)-/(fc)
-  > -

u+ - «_ u+ - k

f(u+)-f(u_)       f(u_)-f(k)
<

u_ u_ - k

In Example 3, the weak solution u2 satisfies this entropy condition.

Geometrically, the entropy condition indicates on which side of the straight line

from («_, /(«_)) to (u+f(u+)) the graph of/must be entirely located on the interval

bounded by u_ and u+ and denoted by T = [Inf(«_, u + ), Sup(u_, u+)].  If s is the

shock velocity, then we deduce from (5), (7) and (8)

(9) Sup
ter

r    i/(«+:
Max {-—

)-/(*)       /("_)- f(k)0k u_-k

Equation (9) gives the module of the physically right shock velocity in
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relation to its intensity.   For a given intensity, the entropy condition selects the shock

for which the velocity module is maximal.

Hopf [3] and Kruzkov [4] have proposed a definition of weak solution implicit-

ly containing the entropy condition by starting from (4) rather than from (1), which

will now be briefly recalled.  Let h G C(R) be nondecreasing.  We build two differ-

entiable functions / and F such that /'(«) = h{u), F'(u) = h(u)f'(u).  By multiplying

(4) by h(u), we get

I(ue)t+f(ue)x = l(ue)xx - eh'(u£)[(»e)J2■

Let <p G C¿(R x ]0, t[) be nonnegative.  Multiplying by ê and integrating by

parts on R x ]0, T[ gives

(10)

iL^O,T[^AUe) + ^nUe)}dxdt

= eXÍr x i o,T[<t>xAue)dxdt + e jJR x, 0 nh\ue)u2ex(¡>dx dt.

The family {«e}e>0 which is compact in L¡oc(R x ]0, T[) (see [4]), contains

a convergent sequence towards u G L°°(R x ]0, T[).   Since the last term of (10) is

nonnegative, we get at the limit

01) ÍÍr x| o,r[(*/(") + <¡>xF(u))dx dt > 0.

With proper choices of h, the Rankine-Hugoniot equation (5) and Olelnik's

condition of entropy (7) can be deduced from (11) (see [3]). Now, by means of a den-

sity argument, (11) holds for all nondecreasing functions.

Let k G R; by taking h(u) = sg(u - k), we obtain Kruzkov's formulation

(12) ÍÍ«X] 0,T[
[|u - k\<pt + sg{u - k)(f(u) - f{k))4>x] dxdt>0,

from which we can still deduce (5) and (7), with proper choices of k.

Now, we only have to specify the initial value of u, in order to define the solu-

tion in Kruzkov's sense.

Definition 2.   A solution of (1), (2) in Kruzkov's sense is a function u G

¿°°(R x ]0,T[) verifying:

(i)  (12) for all k G R and all functions ^£Co2(Rx]0J[) nonnegative,

(ii) for all R>0, for a negligible set E C ] 0, T[
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(13) lim      f. .  R \u(x, t) - u0(x)\ dx = 0.
t-+0;t$EJI   '

In [4], Kruzkov proves existence and uniqueness of such a solution with only

the hypotheses u0 G ¿œ(R),/G C'(R)- Definition 2 can be extended to more gen-

eral equations than (1), for example,

(14) ut + f(u, x, t\ + g(u, x, t) = 0,

and multidimensional problems (see [4] )

p
(15) ut + £ fjiu, x, t)xj + g(u, x, t) = 0    if (x, t) G RP x ] 0, T[.

/=i

2.  This section deals with the numerical approximation of the solution in

Kruzkov's sense or of a weak solution of (1), (2), by a family of finite difference

schemes.  As in Conway and Smoller [1], by using the locally bounded variation of

uQ and a result of compactness, we can prove the convergence (of a subsequence) to

a weak solution.   By imposing an additional condition, we verify that the weak solu-

tion obtained at the limit is the solution in Kruzkov's sense and using a counterex-

ample, we see that such a condition is necessary.

Let h > 0 be the mesh size in space; h is destined to tend to zero and we may

suppose it to be bounded (h < h0).  The mesh size in time is Ar = qh where q is a

constant positive coefficient.  R is divided into an infinity of intervals of length h,

I. = [(j - i/^h, (/ +.Yt)h], for i G Z.

Let N be the integer part of T/At, the interval [0, T[ is covered by N + 2 dis-

jointed intervals JQ = [0, Ar/2[, Jn = [(n - Vz)At, (n + &)Ai[,   with n G {1,.. . ,

N + 1}.  The initial condition uQ G ¿°°(R) is supposed to be of locally bounded vari-

ation on R, and therefore verifies, for all real S,

(16) V«>0,   flxl<R\u0(x + 6)-u0(x)\dx<C(R)\ô\,

where C is an increasing function on [0, °°[, independent of 5.   u0 is approached on

each interval I¡ by the constant

(17) «?»£//««,<*)*■

The approximate solution uh is now defined on R x ]0, T[ by uh(x, t) = u"

if (x, t) G /(. x Jn, with the help of a finite difference scheme of the form

(i8)<+1 =<-§ [Ku7+1)-/(«?_!>] +%L2(«?+1-"?)-%a(«?-«£.,),

with / G Z, n < N, and where the coefficients a"+ x ,2 are introduced so that they

locally bound the influence of viscosity, and a priori depend on u" and u"+ l.   How-

ever, we must specify that the stability and convergence of the scheme depend on

the choice of an+l ,2.  The last two terms of (18) locally contribute to "numerical

viscosity" of parameter a"+l /2   on /,. x Jn which should be compared to the second

member of (4).
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For i G Z, n G {0, . . . , N], we define the closed interval

(19) 17+1/2 = IM(u7. u?+1), Sup«, u»+1)] ;

and since /£C' (R), there exists £"+, ,2 G T"+, ,2 such that

(2°) M+i) -/(«?) = /'(S?+1/2)(«?+1 -«?)•

The following theorem states a first result of convergence.

Theorem 1. // the stability condition of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy

„.x 9- Sup IA9K1
(2D l8,<,"o«£-(Il)

is verified, and if for all h> 0, ffte choice of coefficients a"+1/2 is such that

(22) ViGZ, Wn<N,    q-\f'W+l/2)\<an+i/2<l,

then the family {un}h>0 contains a convergent sequence in L¡oc(R x ]0, T[) to a

weak solution of (I), (2).

Proof.   We establish the same estimates as Conway and Smoller [1].

(a)  Conservation of Stability.   Let n G {0, . . . , A/}; if Supez|w"| < |u0|  M
L    (R)

we prove that

(23) ViG Z,    Inf«_p u>¡, u?+l)<un+l < Sup«!, K?, u?+1).

By introducing (29) into (18), it follows that

<+1 =«? + («?+, -«7)(«7+i/2-^(i?+i/2))/2
(24)

+ («?_, -<)«_1/2 +?Al?-i/2))/2.

where from (21) and (22)

(25) V/GZ,    0<(^+1/2±i?/'(S;+1/2))/2<l.

Let i G Z.   There are six cases corresponding to the different possibilities; we

have to classify u"+l, u" and u"_{ in decreasing order.

Case 1.  If u1+ ,>«,"> <_,, we have from (24) and (25),

«r1 <»? + («?+, -«?) • i + «_, -o • o = <+1,

<+1 >"" + («?+, "",") • 0 + («»_, -u?) • 1 = u?_ls

and (23) is proved in this case.

Gzse 2.  If u"+1 > u?_, > «?, there exists a real £" between «?_, and u?+1,

such that

(26) /(«?+1 ) - /<«?-1 )=aid («r+, - «?_,).

which allows us to give (18) the form
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ur1 = »?-i(«?-1/2 +<f($m +«?(1 -«+1/2 +a?-1/2)/2)

(27)

+"?+1«+i/2-?m))/2-

From (22) the coefficient of «" is nonnegative, and since u" < u"_1, we get

«7+1 <<_, [i -(«?+1/2 -qfonwi] +«?+1(«7+1/2-«r'(S?))/2.

In the same way, from (21) and (22), the coefficient of u"_j is nonnegative and

uf_, < ""+ ! ■   It follows that «?+ ' < w?+,.  We also have from (24), (25),

< + ' > u? + «+, - u?) • 0 + (uf_, - «») • 0 = u» ;

thus (23) is proved.

Each of the four remaining cases may be treated as one of these two cases.

(b)  Conservation of Bounded Variation.   Let n < N and / G N; writing (24)

for i G {-I, ...,/} and for i + 1, and subtracting, we get

«7+Ï - "?+1 = «+2 - «7+1)(«?+3/2 - «r«?+3/2))/2 + ("7+i - «DO - «?+1/a)

+ («7-«?+1)(a?_1/2+iA??-1/2))/2.

All the coefficients are nonnegative; we take absolute values, sum for i G {-/,

...,/} and group terms.  It follows that

2>7+Y-"?+1i

< £ i«7+1-«?i{i-^+i/2 + («?+i/2-^'(S?+1/2)+«?+i/2+9/'«?+i/2))/2}
lil<J

+ K+2-»?+1i + i"-/-"-/-1i'

from which we deduce the conservation of bounded variation in space

(28) Ei«?++11-uf + 1i<   Z   i"7+I-«fi-
\t\<i I/K/+1

For / G {-/, ...,/}, (24) can be written

«r1 -»?=(«?+i -«?)(«7+i/2-'3/'«?+i/2))/2

+ (u»_1-u»)(a7_1/2+«r'(Ç?-1/2))/2

where the coefficients are nonnegative.

It follows that

£l«7 + 1-«?l«  Z   K+l-^\^+il2)-qf'^+ll2)+an+l/2+qf'^+l/2))l2
l/l</ \i\<i

+ \u_¡ -«_/_,!.
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From (22), a"+ 1/2 < 1 for each /'; therefore

(29) Zi<+1-«n<   Z i«?+i-«7i-

(c)  Convergence.   Let /z > 0, n < N; if Sup(GZ|M"| < |w0|  „     , we have from
L    (R)

(23),

Sup  l< + 1!<Sup|<|<|«0lLœi(R)
í€E Z ¿e Z

Now from (17), Sup¡6Z|w?| < |«0|  ..      ; therefore step by step
L    (R)

íic\\ l««,l   c < Sup |«? | < |un|   _      ;
(30) "'¿"(Rxio.ri)      ,„     ' °l"(R)'

and thus, the family {uh} contains a subsequence {u     } weakly-star convergent to a

function u G ¿°°(R x ]0, T[), bounded by |u0|  „    m
L    (R)

Let vh be the interpolate of degree one of uh at the vertices of each rectangle

[ih, (i + l)h]  x [nqh, (n + \)qh] ; vn is continuous, uniformly bounded by |w0|  „
L    (R)

in h, and differentiable inside each rectangle, where it is given by

vn(x, o = «7 +(«?+1 -«7)^ + («7+1 ""7)^
(31)

+ ("/+!        "/ "l+l   +Mí)      h ah       ■

Let 7? > 0; we denote by lh the smallest integer such that

nR = ]-r, r[ x ]o, t[ c {(x, OK*. 0 e /,• x /„ =*• pi + «</„}.

This choice implies that Ä/ft —►/? + T/q, and remains uniformly bounded (hlh <R0).

Thus, we obtain, successively

ffa   \vht\dxdt<Z        Z       \u1 + x-un\h    from (31),
R „ = o   l/'K/^-n-l

AT

< Z     Z   K9+ i ~ "? I*    from i29) and (28) n times,
« = 0  l/K/i,

< (N + 1)   X // M* + A) - "oWl &   from (17)>
w</h   «

< (A0 + T/q)CiR0)    from (16) with 5 = Ä.

In the same way:

N+lrc N + l

JhM dxdt<Z     X   |^+| -«'W <(2i*o + ̂ ^o)-
* M = 0    lll</ft-fl

By putting M = |u0| œ      + (2A0 + T/q)C(R0)(l + q) (independent of h), it fol-
L    (R)
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lows that

Therefore, from {t;^* }, associated to {uh* }, we can extract a subsequence {vh       }
"m m m,R

convergent in ¿'(Í2  ), (see [1]), from which, with the same argument, we can once

more extract a subsequence {vh } convergent in L1(ilR + l).  Step by step,

from {vh ._ } we extract {vh        .} convergent in Z,'(Í2R + .). By the diagonal

process, which consists in keeping only index hm = hm R + m, at last we extract a

subsequence {vh} convergent in L¡oc(R x ]0, T[).  Since {uh   }C{u     } which
m "m

weakly star converges to u GL°°(R x ]0, T[) and by using (28) and (29), as previ-

ously, we verify that {uh    - u.    } tends to zero in ¿'(£2), for all bounded open sets
"m "m

«CRx]0, T[.

Since vh    converges in L¡oc(R x ]0, T[), finally we have

L,1   (Rx]o,r[)

(33) u"m       -►uer°(Rx]0,r[).

(d)  The limit is a weak solution of (1), (2).  Since u G Z,°°(R x ]0, T[), now

we have to verify (3).  Let 0 G C¿(R x [0, T[); we multiply (18) by éj¡ = <p(ih, nqh)

and by h, then we sum for n < N and i G Z (actually |i| < /, since <p has a compact

support).

Since

N N+\ di}-<lJ}-1

Z(«7+1-«?W=-Z "T^r- *""?#•
n=0 n=\ H

by introducing <t^,+ 1 =0 and treating the other terms in the same way, we get

n=l    /GZ W n=0i<=Z m K=Z

(34)

^   n=0   (GZ

The first member of (34) tends to the first member of (3), when h G {hm}

tends-to zero, since the strong convergence allows us to treat the second nonlinear

term (see Oleïnik [9] ).  The second member tends to zero; let R G R such that

Support^) C [-R, R], then hi < R, and

N 0"  . -dj>

z £w«y+i-«f)-ijT-L<*1
n=0 /GZ

<Z     K?+1-«7i
n=0 \i\<J

|i,°°(Rx]o,r[)^"

90
< If , - ■ ̂ + D    S   l"?+, - ",°l^2   from (28),

r* r iii</+Ar

<\\%:\.JT+qh0)C(R +Tlq)\h   from (17) and (16).;f|^L(r+c7A0)C(Ä +T/q)\h
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Thus {uh   } converges in L¡oc(R x ]0, T[) to a weak solution of (1), (2), and Theo-

rem 1 is proved.

In order to assure that the limit u is the solution in Kruzkov's sense of (1), (2),

we must furthermore restrict the choice of coefficients {tt"+li2}, as the following

counterexample shows.    By numerically solving Example 3 with a scheme of the

form (18), where the choice of coefficients verifies

(35) V« <N, Vi GZ,   d¡+1/2 = q\r<$+Uiï>

the family {uh} converges to the weak solution ul, which does not satisfy the entropy

condition (7).  Indeed, from (17), the discrete initial condition is uf = sg{i), and thus

f(uf) is zero for all i G Z.  We have af+1 ¡2{uf+ x - uf) = 0, and thus the scheme is

reduced to u\ = uf, and step by step u\
rt + i uf. Obviously,

'iM, < 77z    for all R > 0,
Ll(SlR)

and {uh} converges in L¡oc(R x ]0, T[) to m, which differs from the solution in

Kruzkov's sense, u2.

Let us note that if (35) is only verified for i = -1 and /' = 0, then we get the

same conclusions.   By solving Example 1 with the numerical initial condition uf =

-1 if i < 0, and 1 if i > 1, which is the same as replacing (17) by

u? = (l/h)fH+1)\(x)dx,

we have convergence to ul, which does not satisfy (7).

By introducing, for all i G Z and n <N, the quantity

lf«?+1/2)i tf«7+i=»?>

(36) s;
Í+1/2

Sup

liter'
1+1 /2

Max
f/("7+i)
(  «?+i

)-f(k)      f(u?)-f(k){
if «7+i*«tf.

we get a result of convergence to the solution in Kruzkov's sense of (1), (2).

Theorem 2. // the stability condition of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (21) is verified,

and if for all h > 0, the choice of coefficients {a?+, ,2} is such that

(37) ViGZ,Vn<W,    <7S?+1/2<fl7+1/2<l,

then the family {uh} converges in L¡0C(R x ]0, T[) to the solution in Kruzkov's

sense of (I), (2).

/^oo/   Let i G Z, n < N; by successively taking A: = u?  and fc = u"+1 in (36),

we verify that q\f '(£"+, /2)l < c7«"+,/2 < 1, so that the choice of a"+, /2 is always

possible and Theorem 1 can be used.  Therefore, {uh} contains a sequence {uh   }

convergent in L¡oc(R x ]0, T[) to a weak solution u of (1), (2). If« satisfies Defini-

tion 2, then the uniqueness of the solution in Kruzkov's sense implies the convergence

of the whole family {uh}.
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(a)   Verification of (i).  Let k G R, h > 0, i G Z, n < TV; we first prove

l< + 1 -Ä|<|u?-fc|

(38) " 2{W+ >} " /(*)] sg(u?+1 " *> - W-i) - ^*)1 ««i " *>}

+ %^(lu7+1-Jfc|-|u?-fc|)--^(|u7-A:|-|u«.1-lfc|)J

case by case and using A:" defined by

(39)  Vi GZ, 3*?e[inf(u7, Jt),supK, *)],    /(u7)-/(fc) = A*?)(«7~fc)-

CaseO.  fr>Sup{u?_1( uf, u?+j} or fc < Inf{u^, u?, u?+1}.  We have from

(18)

+ ajJY1 [(«?+!-*)-(«?-*)] --^[(«?-*)-(«7-1 -*)!.

and we multiply by s = sg(«" + ' - fc)(= s^(m"_, - A) = sg(w" ~k) = sg(un+, - fc)), from

(23).

Case 1. uf+ j > k > uf > «£_, or w?+ , < k < uf < „^.  We subtract k

from each member of (18), and we put u"+1 - uf = (uf+1 - k) - (uf - k).  From

(39),

A«?+i)-/(«?+!)=A*?+i)("?+i -*)-/'(*?)(«?-*) +/«?_1/2)(u? -<_!).

Thus we have

uf+l -k = (uf+l-k) (af+, /2 - ?/'(*?+ j ))/2 + « - *) (1 + (qf(kf) - af+, /2)/2)

+ («?.!-«?)(«?.1/2 +?/'(??_1/2))/2.

From (22), (36) and (37), since k G Vf+ j „, coefficients are nonnegative; therefore

\uf+1-k\<\uf+l- k\(af+, /2 - qf(kf+ , ))/2 + |u? - *K1 + (?/'(*») - a?+, /2)/2)

+ i«?-«7-1i(«?-i/2+?AS?-i/2))/2.

We now group terms; since V/ G Z, |U/" - fc[/"'(/c?) = (f(u?)-f(k))sg(u" - k), it

follows that

\uf+l -k\< \uf - k\ - \ [(f(uf+l) - f(k))sg(uf+ . - k) - (f(uf) - f(k))sg(uf - k)]

+ «?+i/2(l«?+i - « - I«? - *i)/2 + lu? - u?_, k«7_1/2 + «zr«7-i/2))/2-
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But sg(uf ~k) = sg(uf_l -k) = sgiuf_x - uf), therefore

«7-i/2i«7 - «7-11 = «7-1/2(«?-i -k + k- uf)sg(uf_x - uf)

= -aUl2{\uf-k\-\uU-k\),

and

K" - "7-1 f(*7-iy2) = { W ) - f(k)] sgiuf -k)- /«_, ) - /(ÂrM"7-, " k)}.

Thus, we obtain (38).

Case 2.  uf+, > uf > k > uf_l or uf+, < w;" < jfc < u?_,.   We have the same

kind of argument as previously.  We write this time

/(«?+,)-/W-i) = /'(??+,/2)(«?+1 -«7) +/'(*7)("? -*)-/'(*?_,)(«?-, -k),

and uf - "7-1 = ("7 ~~ k) - («"_, - A); then (18) is changed into

uf + l -k = (uf+l -uf)(.af+i¡2-qf'ttf+1/2))/2+(uf-k)(l-(alll2+qf(kf))l2)

+ (uf_l -k)(af^l2+qf{kf^))l2,

where all the coefficients are nonnegative from (21), (22), (36) and (37), because k G

rf+, /2.  Taking absolute values and observing that sg(uf+ { - uf) = sg(uf - k) =

sg(uf+, - k), we get

l«?+i -"7K*7+„2 -«/«?+,/2))

= a7+i/2(l"?+i-*i-i"7-*i)

- q(f(uf+ , ) - /(A)M<+ , - A:) + q(f(uf) - f(k))sg(uf - k).

From that we deduce (38).

Case 3. wf+, > k > uf_x > uf or uf+, < A: < i/^ < «,".   Since

f(uf+, ) - /(u?_, ) = /(u?+, ) - /(A) - (/«, ) - /(A))

= f\kf+ , ) «+, - k) - f'(kf_, ) (uf_, - A),

we obtain from (18)

Mn + 1 -fc = U?-fc-|[r(*7+1)(u7+1-*)-/'(*»_1)(u?_]  -A)]

+ «/+ i /2((«?+ ,-*)-(«?" k))l2 - a?_, l2((uf - A) - C"?_! - fe))/2.

By grouping terms, it follows that

u?+1 - * = (uU - fc)«l/2 + ?/'(*?-!))/2

+ (u»-*)(l-(«7«+1/2+a?_1/2)/2) + (u»+1-*)«+ I/2-«f(*?+1))/2.
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Since uf - k = uf - UJL, + uf_} - A, we obtain

«7+1 -* = («?_, -«(i-^ + fA*?.!))

+ («? -«7-i)(l -«+1/2 +«7-i/2)/2) + ("7+, -*)(«?+i/2 -qf(kf+l))l2,

where, from (21), (36), (37) (A G I7+1,2), coefficients are nonnegative.  Taking ab-

solute values and noting that \uf - uf_x | = |«" -k\- |«"_, - k\, we obtain

lu?+1 - A|< \uf_x - *K«?-i/2 + «/"(*7-i))/2

(41) +i"7-W-(«?+1/2+«7-i/2)/2)

+ i«7+,-fci(«7+i/2-4/'(*?+i))/2.

If we group terms inversely to (40), we recognize (38) exactly.

Gzse 4. u^ ! > u?_, > A > uf or u?+, < uf_j < Jt < u?.  As before, we

change (18) into (40), where all the coefficients are nonnegative, since A G Vf+l,2 n

l7_1/2.  Therefore, we get (41) directly, i.e. (38).

Case 5.  uf > k > uf+, > uf_x or uf < k < uf+, < u?_x.  As in Case 4, we

change (18) into (40) where coefficients are nonnegative, since k G Tf+X,2 n r?_j ,2;

from that, we deduce (41) directly, i.e. (38).

Case 6.  uf >uf+l > k >uf_, or«^<^+1 < A < u£_,.  (18) is changed into

(40), where we put uf - k - uf - uf+, + u"+ j - jfc. It follows that

uf+i - k = (uf_x - k)(af_l¡2 + qf'(kf_{))l2 + (uf - u?+1)(l -(a?+1/2 + «?_1/2)/2)

+ K+1-A)(l-%^-|/'(A7+1)),

where coefficients are nonnegative.   We take absolute values, and noting that \uf -

uf+ ! I = \uf -k\- \uf+ ! - A|, we find again (41), hence (38).

Case 1.  uf+l>k> uf = uf_x or uf+1 < k < uf = uf_x.  We have from (18)

«7+1 - * = « - *)0 - (a?+1/2 - ^/'(A- ,^2)

+ (uf+1 -k)(af+1/2-qf'(kf+1))l2,

where coefficients are nonnegative.  We take absolute values, we group by using uf =

uf_¡ and (39) and we get (38).

Case 8.  uf+, = uf > k > uf_x or u"+ x = uf < k <uf_x.  The same argument

as before applies, but we exchange parts of uf_x and uf+,.

Case 9.  uf+ x = uf_x > k > uf or uf+, = w"_j <k <uf.  The same argument

as in Cases 4 and 5 applies, where sg(uf+, - uf_x) has not been used.

After these ten cases, (38) is verified for all k £ {«"_,, uf, uf+x}. Since (38)

is made up of continuous functions in the variable A, it is verified for all real A, and

thus (38) is proved.
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Let 0 G Cq(R x ]0, T[) be nonnegative; we multiply (38) by h and éjf =

<¡>(ih, nqh), which keeps inequality.  Then, we sum for i G Z (actually | i | < /, if we

consider the support of 0) and with the same process as in the proof of Theorem 1

(part (d)) we obtain a formulation similar to (34)

€ -<Prl 0"x, -0" ,)

N
g"+i/2,. „      ,.   ..   ,, 0/+1 - 07

n = l   |i|</      Z£/ "

Now |u - A| and sg(u - k)(f(u) -/(A)) are Lipschitz continuous functions of u;

if we only consider the terms of the sequence {uh   } convergent in ¿/oc(R x ]0, T[)

to u, the first member of (42) converges to the first member of (12).  The second

member tends to zero so we can estimate it by the second member of (34), since

l|uf+1 -k\- \uf - k\\ < |uf+1 - uj»|.  Thus, we obtain (12) and u verifies (i).

(b)   Verification of (ii).   Let R > 0; the sequence {uh   } converges in Ll (Ü,R )

to u; and there fore, we can extract a subsequence {uh* } convergent to u, almost
m

everywhere on £lR.  According to the Fubini theorem, for almost all t G ]0, T[,

uh' (*> 0 converges to u(; t) almost everywhere on ]~R, R[.  Now {uh' } remains
m "m

uniformly bounded; according to the Lebesgue theorem we have

(43) for almost all t G ] 0, t[,     lim J \u , (x, t) - u(x, t)\ dx = 0.

Let E be the negligible set of t G ]0, T[ for which (43) is not verified; if t G

]0, T[\E, for all m we have

Six\<r'"(*' ') " "o(*)l dx < J[xKR \u(x, t)-u    (x, t)\ dx
m

(44) +L<*K'JX'»-  \-J*Wd*

+ Jijckä'V (x' °) - "o&y dx.
m

We separately study each term of the second member of (44), when m tends to

infinity.  Since t £ E, from (43), the first term tends to zero.  As for the second

term, we introduce two integers / and n, such that (/ - \)h'm < R < Ih'm, t GJn.

When m tends to infinity, Ih'm tends to R and nh'm tends to Tjq, and then (/ + n)h'm

remains uniformly bounded in h ((I + n)h'm < RQ).  From (29), (28), (17) and (16)

we have successively

f,
m m

< Ei«?-«>;,< 2 z i»r-»r1i^<a/?o)(«^)-
lil</ |i|</ v=l
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We get for the upper limit

(45) ]imJ{xKR\uh, (x, t) - uh, (x, 0)| dx < C(R0)tlq.

For the last term, we introduce the wh>   interpolate of degree one of uh< (■, 0) at
, m m

the points ihm on ]-R, R[.  From (16) and (17), it follows that

Therefore, {wh> } contains a subsequence {wh" } convergent in Ll(-R, R) to w G
m m

L°°(-R, R), by using the same compactness argument as for Theorem 1 (see [1]).

Now we just have to verify that w = un almost everywhere, since {uh»  -vh» } tends
, " m m

to zero in L (-R, R) when m tends to infinity.

Let 0 G Cl0(~R, R); we approach 0 by

i>m (*) = *' = Vr //.*(*) *t    if x G /,.
W7 '

The sequence {0m} converges to 0 in Ll(-R, R) when m tends to infinity, and if

m is great enough \¡j' = 0~/ = 0 (compact support of 0), thus we have

f       u    (x, O)0(x) dx=Z uftfh"m = f       "o(x)0m(x) dx,
•'liKJ!   "m I/K7 |xl<i?

and {wft" (•, 0)} weakly converges to u0.  Since a strong convergence to w exists al-

ready, w = uQ almost everywhere in ]~R, R[.  Therefore, (44) gives at the limit

J        |u(x, i) - u0(x)\ dx < C(R0)t/q    if t G ] 0, 7-[\E,
\x\<R

by using (45).  From that we can deduce (13) immediately, and thus Theorem 2 is

proved.

Theorems 1 and 2 can be generalized for similar numerical schemes in order to

solve more general equations such as (14) or (15). Some of these generalizations are

studied in [7].

3.   In this section we study various applications.  We shall give Lax, Godounov

and Lax-Wendroff schemes of the form (18), and study them according to Theorems

1 and 2.  Then, we shall try to give an interpretation of conditions (22) and (37).

At last, we shall consider the particular case when/is monotone (decentered scheme).

We denote by (S) the scheme of the form (18) with a"+ j ̂ 2 = qsf+, /2, and by (T)

the scheme with af+l/2 = q\f'(%f+, /2)|.

Lax Scheme.  In [5], Lax proposes a scheme written with previous notations as

(46) uf+1 = (u7+1 + uf_x)l2 - qWÏ+i) -/("?-i)]/2.

The Lax scheme can be written with the form (18)

«7+1 = "7 - ilf("7+i) -/(«?-i)]/2 + («7+1 - «D/2 - (»7 - "7-i)/2.
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and corresponds to a uniform choice of coefficients

(47) ViGZ,V/«<W,    fl?+1/2 = l.

Theorem 3. If the stability condition of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (21) is veri-

fied, then the family {"/,}/,>o of approximated solutions, built by the Lax scheme,

converges in L¡oc(R x ]0, T[) to the solution in Kruzkov's sense of (I), (2).

This is not a new result; Conway and Smoller [1] state convergence to a weak

solution, and Doughs [2] as well as Oharu-Takahashi [8] prove convergence to the

solution in Kruzkov's sense.  From (47), the Lax scheme contains a uniform numerical

viscosity, which has the effect of spreading shocks.   The numerical solution of the

following problem

ut + uux = 0, u(x, 0) =

(which in Kruzkov's sense is u(x, f) = 1 if x < t/2 and 0 if x > t/2), has been com-

puted with the same conditions by the Lax scheme and by schemes (S) and (T)

which coincide about this example.  The numerical results we obtained are reproduced

in the figure above.  The Lax scheme gives better results when q is near 1, i.e. when

the inequality (21) is satisfied nearer to equality, while the other schemes do not

vary slightly.  Indeed, if we change (18) into

,n+l
"7   ,f(uf+x)-f(uf_x)

(48)
qh

+
2h

i I/a .    \»7+i-"7    ih „    \"7-«7-i
h jU   f+1/V        h \qa¡-ll2)    ~h
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we notice that the coefficient of numerical viscosity of the Lax scheme is h/q, and

therefore increases when q decreases.   As for schemes (S) and (T), this coefficient is

hsf+x,2, which is independent of q.  If we consider (48), we see that (18) is obtained

by multiplying the coefficient of numerical viscosity of the Lax scheme by af+ x ,2.

Godounov Scheme.   Here is the way Olelhik describes the Godounov scheme

in [9].  This scheme is given by

(49) uf+l =uf-q\f(uf+ll2)-f(uf_x/2)],

where the quantities uf+ x/2 (/' G Z) are obtained by

if /'(«;") > 0 and f($+, /2) > 0       then uj»+, /2 = uf,

{ if A«7+, ) < 0 and /'(?;+, /2) < 0   then uf+1/2=uf+x,

in other cases, uf+x,2 is the solution in r?+i/2 of /'(") = 0.

By applying this scheme to Burgers equation for the (numerical) initial condition

uf = 1 if i < 0 and -1 if i > 0, we verify that Sup/6Z Uf I = 1 + n/2 (see [7] ) and

observe that an instability appears near the shock.  This phenomenon vanishes when

we add the following criteria to the choice of uf+ x ¡2

when f(u"+x) = /(""), we first seek u"+1/2 G T"+1/2 as a root of/',

(51)
and if: (uf+, - uf) (f(u?+1/2) - f(up) > 0, we replace it by u?+, /2 = u?

Let us note that by taking u"+ x ,2 = u;+ x, at last we find the same result.  (49) can

be changed into

«? + 1 = uf - \ \f(uf+1)-f(uf_x)] + \\f(uf+l)- 2f(uf+l/2) +/(«»)]

-\\f(uf)-2f(uf_xl2) +/«,)];

and to give it the form (18), we must select a"+1 /2 such that

(52) af+ ! /2(uf+ x~uf) = q \f(uf+, ) - 2/(u?+1/2) + /("«)].

Since «7+1/2 e 17+1/2' we can fint^ À G [0, 1] such that

"7+1/2 =K+i +(i-x)«?.

and two elements r]x and r)2 of T"+1,2 verifying

/(«?+i)-/(«?+i/2)=/'(n1)(«?+1-«?+,/2);

(53)

Ä"?+i/2)-/(«7) =/'(i2)("?+i/2 -"?)■
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By introducing these quantities in (52), we get when uf ¥= uf+ x,

(54) af+x/2=q[(l-\)f'(r,x)-lf'(v2)}-

If uf+x = uf, then we may take af+x/2 = q\f'(%+1/2)\ (= q\f'(uf)\).  By comparing

(36) with (53), it follows that f'(r¡x) < sf+ x ,2 and ~f'(r)2) < s"+112 ; therefore

a7+i/2 <?U -x + Als7+i/2 =<+i/2-
Then, it may happen that Theorem 2 cannot be applied.  Nevertheless, Theorem

1 is applicable, provided that we choose the root of /' properly, when f'(%i+x ,2) is

not zero.

Theorem 4. If the stability condition of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (21) is

verified, then the family {uh} of approximate solutions, built by the (revised) Godou-

nov scheme, contains a sequence {uh   }m convergent in L¡oc(R x ] 0, T[) to a weak

solution of problem (1), (2).

Proof.   It is sufficient to verify (22).  If uf+ x = uf, the result is obvious.   If

uf+ xi=uf, from (54) and (21), af+x/2<l.

•If A*?+1 /2) > ° and A«?) > 0' then uf+ x/2=uf, and from (52), af+, /2 =

«r(s?+,/2)>o.
.If /'(£"+ , /2) > 0 and f'(uf) < 0, we choose for uf+, /2, the root of /' the

nearest of uf, so that /'(t?2) <0.  Then, from (52)

«7+1/2K+1 -«7) = <7tfK+i)-/(«7)] -2?l/(«7+i/2)-/(«?)]•

and we get

«7+1 /2 = «f(t?+, ,2) - 2qf'(v2) ■ X > <?/'(*?+, /2) = ? If(& 1 /2)l-

If A£?+1/2) = 0, then /(u?+, ) = f(uf), and we use (51).

.If (uf+, - ifXft«?* 1/2) - /(",")) < 0, from (52), it follows that af+, /2 =

q\f'W+i,2)\ = o.
.If (uf+x -Ui)(f(uf+x/2)-f(uf))>0, then, from (51),/(uf+1/2) =/«),

and a7+1/2 =°-

.If f'(%f+ ! /2) < 0, and /'(uf+ x ) > 0, we select for u?+ ! /2 the root of /' the

nearest of uf+ x in V¡+ 1/2,so that f'(-nx) > 0.  Then from (52)

«?+i/2("?+i -«?) = ?tf(«?) -/(«?+,)] +2<?[/(«7+,)-/("7+i/2)i;

and we get

«7+,/2=-i/'(t?+i/2) + 2(l-X>j/'(i?i)>-9/'ß7+1/2) = (7ir«?+1/2)l-

•If A€?+ ! /2) < 0, and f'(uf+, ) < 0, then w^+, /2 = «?+,, and from (52),

«?+i/2=-«AS?+,/2)-
(22) is verified in each case, and thus Theorem 4 is proved.

Convergence to the solution in Kruzkov's sense is also bound to the good

choice of the root of/' in I7+1/2 when f'(%f+x/2) = 0 and

(u7+1-u?)(rtu?+1/2)-/(u7))<0,
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as is shown by the numerical solution of the following problem

ut + \u\(2u2 - \)ux = 0;      u(x, 0) = sg(x).

From (17) uf = sg(i), therefore

1 if/>l,

0orl/V2    if 1 = 0,

1 iff = -1 (from (51)),

1 ifz<-2.

By taking w°/2 = 0, we have uf+ x,2 G {-1, 0, 1}; hence uj = uf for all i, and step

by step, for all i, uf + l = «" = ••• = sg(i). The family {uh} converges to the station-

ary solution which does not satisfy the entropy condition.  By taking m°,2 = 1/V2,

convergence to the solution in Kruzkov's sense seems to become true.  When /' has

no root, convergence to the solution in Kruzkov's sense is assured, since the Godounov

scheme is reduced to the decentered scheme, studied below.

Lax-Wendroff Scheme.   In [11], the Lax-Wendroff scheme is described in the

following way, with uf+x/2 = (uf + uf+x)/2 for all i G Z,

uf + l=uf-q-\f(uf+x)-f(uf_x)}

(55) 2
+ \ \f'(.uf+x/2)(f(uf+l)-f(uf))-f'(uf_ll2)(f(uf)-f(uf_x))].

We can give (55) the form (18) by taking

(56) af+xl2=q2f(uf+xl2)f'(ïf+l/2).

From (35) this choice can make true the convergence to a weak solution which does

not satisfy the entropy condition.  On the other hand, we know that the Lax-Wen-

droff scheme is not stablein L°°(R x ]0, T[).  To eliminate (to a certain extent) the

oscillations near the shocks, Lax and Wendroff [6] propose adding to the second

member of (55), a term of the form

| [*?+,/2(«?+i -«7)-*?-i/2(«? -«?-i)l.

where bf+ x/2 is a function of uf+ , and uf, vanishing if uf = uf+ x, for example

*?+i/2=|A"?+i)-A«?)I/2.

This term does not alter the order of accuracy of the scheme (order 2) and efficiently

reduces the oscillations near the shock, but does not necessarily assure the convergence

to the solution in Kruzkov's sense, as is shown by the numerical solution of the fol-

lowing problem

ut + sm(-rru)ux = 0;      u(x, 0) = sg(x),

u
i+l/2
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with the numerical initial condition

o      1 f(/+l)*    ( \*
1    if i > 0,

-1    if i < 0.

Then, for all i and /, f'(uf) = 0, f(uf) = f(uf).  Therefore u] = uf, and step by

step uf + l = uf.  The whole family uh converges to the stationary solution u(x, t)

sg(x), different from the solution in Kruzkov's sense given by

u(x, t) =

if x > at,

Arc sin(x/f)    if -at < x < at,

if* <-at
1            (\ + cos mi\

, with a = -   Sup   I-:-1.

With the same initial condition, the numerical solution of Example 3 by the two-

step Lax-Wendroff scheme defined by

"7+V/22 = ("?+! + "7)/2 - q(f(uf+l)-f(uf))l2,

(57)
,«+i

»7-^(«?+1/2)-/(«7-i/2))

leads to the weak solution ux, which is not the solution in Kruzkov's sense.   Other

schemes of second order accuracy present the same drawbacks.

Interpretation.   Let h > 0, i G Z, n < N; we consider a scheme of the form

(18), and we suppose uf+l +uf.  If condition (22) is verified, then

(58) a" -  >a,+ i/2 At  *
Z(«7+i)-/(«?)

The quantity a"+1,2Ax/Ar can be compared to a speed; to assure convergence, it is

sufficient, from (58), that this quantity be greater than or equal to the velocity mod-

ule of a shock of intensity \uf+x - uf\.  It is interesting, indeed, to compare (58)

with the Rankine-Hugoniot equation (5).   From that, we deduce, in particular, that

the faster the shock, the greater the numerical viscosity.  Condition (37) can be

written as

(59)
«?+i/2 g>*7+,/2=    Suf

"' ter
»up     <Max(——

1+ 1 /2 ( \      Ui +

)~f(k)      f(uf)~f(k)

-k

which should be compared with (9), i.e. the expression of the velocity module of a

shock satisfying the entropy condition.   Thus sf+ x,2 expresses the velocity module

of a shock, the intensity of which is equal to \uf+, - uf\, and which verifies the

entropy condition.  Such a shock is faster than a simple shock of intensity \uf+ , -
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u"|, and exists only if its speed also satisfies (5).  Condition (59) means that the

quantity af+ x ̂ Ax/At is superior or equal to the velocity module of such a shock.   If

the condition is satisfied, then we necessarily have convergence to the solution in

Kruzkov's sense.   The shock which verifies the entropy condition is faster than the

others, hence the necessity of a more important numerical viscosity.  This relation be-

tween numerical viscosity and the velocity module of the shock is represented by a

figure.   By reducing At, the slope associated to the Lax scheme decreases (speed in-

creases).   For the other schemes, the slope remains unaltered.  Let us underline the

local nature of (58) and (59); the speed of a numerical shock is exact in general,

since this shock is spread on several intervals /(..

K+.)

We can give another interpretation of sf+x,2; it is the same as introducing con-

vexity. We define on Ff+1/2 /as the convex hull of /if uf < uf+x, and as the con-

cave hull of / if uf > uf+ j.  We have necessarily / G C1 (Tf+1/2), and it follows that

(60)
*7+i/2 =     Sup      lf'(A0|.

*er7+l/2

77ze Case of Monotone f   In this case, the decentered scheme is applicable.   It

is written as

(61) rlif /is nondecreasing,    uf + 1 = uf - q\f(uf) -f(uf_x)],

f is nonincreasing,    u\n+\  =un q\fiuf+l)'f(uf)}.

This scheme is a particular case of the Godounov scheme but here the hypothesis of

monotonicity assures convergence to the solution in Kruzkov's sense, though (37) is

not always verified.
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Theorem 5. If the stability condition of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (21) is veri-

fied, then the family {uh}h>0 of approximate solutions, built by the decentered

scheme when f is monotone, converges to the solution in Kruzkov's sense of problem

(0, (2).
Proof.   We can give (61) the form (18) in each case.  As in Theorem 4, we ob-

tain a"+1,2 = q\f'(%"+x/2)\-  As stability condition (21) is verified, Theorem 1 allows

us to conclude the convergence of a sequence {«.    }    to u G L°°(R x ]0, T[).   A
m

formulation similar to (38) is also verified for the decentered scheme.   Let k G R; if

M = \uA  x       < |A|, we multiply (18) by sg(M - k), hence (38) (see Theorem 2,
L    (R)

Case 0), which may change into

|u» +» - A| < \uf - A| - \ {sg(uf+, - A) (f(uf+, ) - f(k))

(62) -sg(uf_x-k)(f(ulx)-f(k))}

+ bf+x/2\uf+l-uf\-bf_l/2\uf-uf_x\,

with

i (< + "7+1    \
¿>7+ „2 = \ «?+, /2**«?+ , - uf^gi^-j^ - kj.

When |A| <M, we can still state (62).  By introducing/(A) in (61), and by

using (39), we get

uf + 1 -k = (uf- A)(l - qf'(kf)) + (uf_x - k)qf'(kf_x) iff > 0,

\uf + l - k = (uf - A)(l + qf(kf)) + (uf+ , - k)(-qf(kf+x))    iff < 0,

where all the coefficients are nonnegative.   In both cases, if we take absolute values,

we have

\uf +1 - A| < \uf - A| - | {(f(uf+, ) - f(k))sg(uf+ x - k)

-(f«,)-/W¥«H-i)}

+ \ {í/(«7+1 ) - /(*)>«(«?+1 - k) - (/(«?) - f(k)Mu? - k)}

- f {(/«) -fik))sg(uf - A) - (f«.,)-/(iM<., - A)},

where s = 1, when /' > 0, s = - 1 when /' < 0.  We get (62) with a coefficient

bf+x,2 such that

qs_
¿7+1/2!*7+1 -«71 - \{<W+1) -/WW<+1 - *) - (T(«7) -/ï*))«(«7 - *)},

which is verified by
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1                                             fu? + u?+i        \
^af+x/2sg(uf+x-uf)sgy-2^-kj    ifktrf+x/2,2

(63) ¿7+1/2

f [xA*?+,)i-(i-W'(*?)l] if agi7+1/2,

where A G [0, 1 ] is given by A = Taif + (1 - \)uf+ x.

By introducing a function 0 G Cq(R x ]0, T[), nonnegative, in (62), we get an

expression similar to (42), from which we deduce (12) at the limit when hm tends to

zero, since bf+x,2 remains bounded (\bf+, ,21 < Vi).  With the same process as in the

proof of Theroem 2 (part (b)), we state (13); and therefore, the whole family {uh}h>0

converges to the solution in Kruzkov's sense of (1), (2), and thus Theorem 5 is proved.

When /is monotone, the derivation of/can be performed while preserving sta-

bility. In [12], Shampine and Thompson propose the following decentered scheme,

when / is nondecreasing.

(64) uf + l =uf-qf(uf)(uf-uf_x).

If the stability condition of Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (21) is satisfied then we can

state the estimates (28), (29) and (30), and deduce the existence of a sequence {uh   }
m

convergent in L¡oc(R x ]0, T[) to a function u G L°°(R x ]0, T[).   But u is not

necessarily a weak solution of (1), (2), as is shown by the following example.   If f(u)

= u212 if u > 0 and 0 if u < 0, and u0(x) = -sg(x), it follows that uf = ~sg(i) and

f(uf) = 0 if i > 0.  Now if i < -1, uf - uf_x = 0, hence f'(uf)(uf - uf_x) = 0

for all i G Z.  We have uj = uf for all i, and step by step uf+ ' = uf.  The family

{uh} converges to the stationary solution u(x, t) = u0(x), when h tends to zero, but

u does not satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot Eq. (5) which is a necessary condition for

it to be a weak solution of problem (1), (2).
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